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Abstract. Nowadays, moving body recognition method is used widely in all kinds of videos. But 
recognition accuracy of these methods is changed negatively because of complexity of background, 
e.g. void and noise. In this paper, we put forward a new recognition method with background 
robustness. Firstly, we get moving body by tripling temporal difference method. Then we eliminate 
noise of these images by mathematical morphology. Finally, we connect disconnected areas with 
quadruple directions connection method. The new method is more accurate and less computational in 
real time experiment by used less computation. The experiment result also shows its robustness of 
background. 

Introduction 
With development of information technology, recognition of moving body becomes an important 

research area in military affairs, national defense and other domains. Usually, we recognize moving 
body continuously in video supervisory control. The mostly used methods are background 
subtraction method [1], optical flow method [2] and temporal difference method [3]. But all of them 
exists problems. 

A pixel model of background must be constructed when to use background subtraction method. 
Then it get moving object by compared every frame to background. Though it is simple and quick, its 
accuracy is not well by change of illumination, noise and so on. The main problems are elongation 
phenomenon of void, shadow and moving object. 

The main task of optical method is computation of optic flow filed. It contains two steps. One is to 
estimate motion filed by time-space gradient of image sequence under smooth restrain condition, the 
other is to divide moving object and background by change of motion filed. The main problem is the 
high computation complexity. So it cannot be used in real-time domain by its high computational 
time and weak antinoise performance [4]. 

Temporal difference method uses difference of neighbor frame to recognize. It recognizes moving 
object when difference result is larger than a given threshold. This method shows robustness of 
illumination and shadow [5]. So we get foreground with an improved tripling temporal difference 
method firstly. Then we smooth edge and eliminate noise of these images by mathematical 
morphology. Finally, we eliminate void and connect disconnected areas with quadruple directions 
connection method. The experiment result validate that the new method is fast and accurate. 
Moreover, this method shows its robustness of background. 

Recognition method of moving body 
Extraction prospects method 
The temporal difference method subtracts all pixels of neighbor frames. It is considered to be static 

when difference is small by similar illumination. Oppositely, moving object effects large difference. 
Then we sign these areas with large difference and find moving object in frames [6]. 

We show itsformula below. 
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Temporal difference method shows well performance when movement is uniform motion. But it is 

not so well when movement is not uniform motion. Another problem is that moving object contains 
large pixels when it is recognized by temporal difference method. So we improved it to tripling 
temporal difference method to recognize moving body. This method not only improve recognition 

rate, but also improve integrality of moving object. To let ( )xIn  to be pixel gray of fore-frame and 
( )xTn  to be threshold, we consider pixels x are moving when they fit the formula below. 
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Figure 1 is algorithm flow chart of tripling temporal difference method.  
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Fig.1 Flow chart of tripling temporal difference method 

Quadruple directions connection process 
After dilatation, edge of foreground object is clearer and void in object is partly filled. Then we use 

quadruple directions connection method to connect remaining void. Origin image is shown in figure 2 
with foreground color black. Figure 3 is target area of connection by use connection model. In this 
paper, the connection distance is 5 pixels. Quadruple directions means left, upper left, upper and 
upper right. We don’t connect the other four directions because that they are symmetrical. In fact, 
quadruple direction methods can be reduced half computation. 

           
Fig.2 Original image     Fig.3 Process image 

Experiment 
We use Inria database[7] to process our experiment, which is a harder passenger database created 

by Dalal and based on Mit database. It is standard test database in this study area. We use 1000 
positive samples and 1000 negative samples to test. 

We show our flow chart in figure 4. 
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Fig.4 Flow chart of moving object capture 

The steps of experiment algorithm are shown below. 

Step1. To catch 3 continual image frames nI , )1( −nI
, )2( −nI

. 

Step2. For all pixels x in frame, compute two difference 
)()(I )1(n1 xIxdiff n−−=

 and 
)()(I )2(n2 xIxdiff n−−=
. 

Step 3. To set a threshold h  (we use a static 0.25=h  ). If hdiff <1  and hdiff <2 , to set the 
pixel in foreground, otherwise, to set it in background. 

Step 4. Dilate the binary image. 
Step 5. Use quadruple direction connection method to connect the disconnection area. 
Figure 5a, 5b and 5c are three continuous frame images, figure 6 are the contrast diagrams in 

different detection methods, those are temporal difference method in figure 6a, tripling temporal 
difference method in figure 6b and this paper’s method in figure 6c. From the experiment results, we 
can see the method in in figure6c has better effect than other two method in figure 6a and figure 
6b.This method not only eliminate the noise around, but also make the moving body outline more 
clearly, moreover, it remove the void effectively. We can see from figure 6 that the method in this 
paper could enhance the recognition accuracy of moving body in complex background. 

   
             a                       b                       c 

Fig.5 Three continuous frame images 

   
             a                       b                       c 

Fig.6 The contrast diagram in three recognition methods 

Conclusion 
This paper puts forward a new moving object recognition method. In this paper, we use tripling 

temporal difference method to recognize moving object and dilate the computed binary image with 
mathematical morphology. At last, we use quadruple directions connection method to connect 
disconnection areas. This method not only needs no restraint of background, but also shows less 
computation and higher accurate. Then with large experiments, experiment results also show its 
positive computational complexity, accuracy and robustness. 
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